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Jett and Cafferty
play doublehead
campus concert
Performance positive
yet loses as fund raiser
time I was early the band came out
and talked," she said. Kaulfass
Editor in Chief
even met Jett at a concert once. "It
JACKIE COSTA
was like I was in a trance, you can
News Editor
Even though the Winona State hardly remember it afterwards."
Caryn Moczynski and Cathy
University Warrior Club lost between $10,000 and $14,000 in Sun- Edlebeck from Milwaukee, said
day night's double headliner con- they came to see Jett too. "We've
cert featuring Joan Jett and John never been here before, (in
Cafferty and their bands, club Winona) but we just had to make
President Jon Kosidowski said the the cruise," Edelbeck said.
Prairie Du Chien, Wis., was also
event was "real positive."
"The students (involved) worked represented at Sunday night's conand proved they can pull it off," cert by Lisa Shulka and Pam
Soule. They said they had travelKosidowski said.
Students from the University ed to see Jett all over Wisconsin
Programming Activities Commit- and wanted to see her here too.
tee, which co-sponsored the event, "Joan represents'real rock n' roll,"
provided most of the workers who Shulka said.
Doug GunderGundervolunteered many "I'm supporting this (concert) so if it
from
La
hours to this goes well, we'll get something better son
Crosse, Wis., said
venture.
in the spring."
Kosidowski said
Ann Schutte he came to see
concert's
Junior at Winona State John Cafferty. "I
the
ur
een a four
of an
University have
monetary loss
for' been
about
didn't worry him.
years," he said. "It's great that you
"We'll just start building up the coffer again. We have the Catbird can get him if La Crosse can't. Do
Game and the Holiday Basketball the same with the Bangles."
tournament coming up," he said.
Pat Berquist, formerly of Asbury
"By the first of the year we'll be
Park, N.J., and now a resident of
back in business.
Rollingstone, Minn., said he really
"What was really disappointing
liked the John Cafferty band. "I
is that the college students and
saw him in Rhode Island and New
locals didn't turn out," he said.
Jersey when he was playing in the
Kosidowski thought this might have
bars," Berquist said.
been because neither performer is
Some locals did come to listen.
very popular at the moment.
Steve Pipke, Guy Plung and
Large numbers of area residents
Tyler Turner, all second year
may not have turned out for the
students at the Winona Technical
concert but the groups "die-hard"
Institute said they wanted to see
fans did and accounted for most of
Jett and "it was a chance to get out
the approximately 1,200 to 1,300
of the apartment."
tickets that were sold, Kosidowski
Sandy Seglem, a %eshman at
said.
Winona State said she won tickets
Heidi Kaulfuss from OshKosh, from WLAX TV-25 in La Crosse.
Wis., came to see Joan Jett and
She and her friend Amy Kiser, also
the Blackhearts. She was the first
a Winona State freshman, thought
one standing in line, waiting hours
bringing bands to campus was a
outside McCown Gymnasium
good idea. "It gives us something
before the performance began. "I
come so early because the first
See Joan Jett, page _2
By JULIE FOEGEN and

—

Winonan Photo By Sarah Tews

Rock and roll artist Joan Jett sings before a crowd
of 1,200 Sunday night at Winona State University's McCown Gymnasium. Jett and her band the

Blackhearts performed in a U-PACand Warrior Club
sponsered event along with John Cafferty and the
Beaver Brown Band.

Pelowski backs bill
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

State Rep. Gene Pelowski (DFLWinona) was at Winona State
University Monday promoting a bill
to secure monies for construction
of a health and applied science
building to begin as early as next
year.
Pelowski said it was important to
make sure Winona State's student
senate was up-to-date on the issue
because Gov. Rudy Perpich will be
visiting campus soon and effective
lobby efforts will help pass the bill.
"The govenor supports the bill,"
he said, "but the Senate and
House need to be convinced." Bills
such as this one are usually easy

to pass. For example, a bonding
bill that was passed in the spring
required 80 votes and got exactly
that amount.
Gov. Perpich will be on campus
from 2 to 3 p.m., Nov. 16.
If the bonding bill is passed it
could provide about $150 million to
the seven state universities for
capital improvements. The bill
could move up some of Winona
State's improvement requests on
the systemwide priority list.
Pelowski said (Winona State)
hasn't had building additions for
a while and expansion is needed.
Cramming 6,000 students on 11
See Pelowski, page 16

Education majors can't get classes
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

A lack of faculty and an increase in students has
left upperclass education students without required
classes, said George Grangaard, education
professor.
"We don't have enough faculty. We lost faculty who
have not been replaced," he said. "There has been
a bulge of students that may or may not have been
expected."
Otto Frank, education department chair, said the
department had two vacancies that they couldn't fill
last fall, so they filled them with adjunct faculty.
Mary O'Rourke, a junior education major, said that
since fall of her sophomore year, she has had trouble getting the education classes she has needed.
However, this quarter the department did add four
method classes which helped a lot, she said.
Frank said sections were being added in winter
quarter and had been added fall quarter. "Of the three
extra classes offered though, two filled and one
didn't," he said.

Dean of the College of Education Nancy Seminoff
said that changes simply can't be done over night and
that there would be sufficient sections by next fall.
Because of the increased 'demand, numerous sections of the beginning courses had to be offered. This
meant that down the road the higher level courses
would also have to have numerous sections to cornpensate the "bulge" of people, Seminoff said. "It's
like giving a concert and selling more tickets than the
concert hall can accomodate," she said.
"We complained enough last spring that they had
to do something," O'Rourke said. "There are so
many students there's a sign-up sheet right at
registration."
To solve the situation O'Rourke believes more professors are needed. "We need more professors,
tenured professors, not adjunct."
Frank said, "Faculty bent over backwards to take
more students than they should." Classes close at
30 but they have taken 35 or 40 he said. "They may
See Education, page 2
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Education
Continued from page 1

go

to 45 (students)," he said.
Amy Gullord, a junior education
major, said that professors usually let students into their classes
even if the class is full. "When we
don't get in, professors usually let
us in," she said. "They (faculty) are
kind of stuck in the middle."
Kim Taduano, an education
junior, said getting credits was also
a problem for her. "I go wild every
quarter because I know I'll have
problems."
Not being able to get the classes
she needed last year has put her
behind this year and she's still not
getting all the classes she needs.
"I did get three out of the four
classes I needed this time," she
said, "but I'm almost done with my
gne eds (general education credits)
and I don't want to take extra
credits jut to keep my credit line
up.
Taduano said professors are trying but it would help if extra professors were hired.
She also suggested the school
concentrate and solve this problem
before advancing into other things.
"Forget that engineering program,
we don't have professors for the
programs we have now," she said.
"This was an education school,
why not keep up the education part
and forget that other stuff."
Gullord said "I think it's

Joan Jett
Continued from page 1
to do," Kiser said.
Another Winona State student,
Ann Schutte, a junior, had a different reason for coming. "I'm supporting this (concert) so if it goes
well we'll get something better in
the spring."
Kosidowski said the Warrior Club

When the music doesn't matter.

ridiculous that they can't supply
classes. Either they (won't be able
to) have this many education
students or they'll have to offer
more classes.
"Sometimes I wonder if it's even
worth staying here," Gullord said.
"If it's a teacher's college, they
ought to supply the classes."
Grangaard said part of the problem will be resolved when the
department can enforce a 2.5 GPA
requirement to get into the education program. "That doesn't help
students already in progress
though."
Seminoff said the department
recently added the 2.5 GPA screen
but that those already in the program with a GPA lower than 2.5
could not be kicked out. So the
screen won't really go into effect
until those with the lower GPAs
graduate.
Beth Luehman, a senior early
childhood education major said
she didn't have any problems getting her classes because in early
childhoold they take their classes
in a logical swquence and classes
are reserved for them. "I've been
fortunate. I do know a lot of people
who have had problems though."
The class dilemma is not only
evident on the Winona campus but
also at Winona State's location in
Rochester.
According to Russell Lohmann,
student services coordinator at

Teaching standards discussed
and engage students will also be examined," Randall said. "The standards would be based on what
the teacher should know and be able to do."
Another way higher teaching standards could occur would be to phase out the undergraduate degree
in education and instead require a degree in the arts
and sciences, Randall said. Potential students would
then have to go on to get a master's degree in education. "The breath and depth (of a 'liberal arts' degree)
is needed," she said.
These issues are currently being examined by
Winona State's College of Education, Nancy
Seminoff, dean of the college, said. "Certainly there
is a need for teacher education candidates to have
an in- depth knowledge base from which to draw so
wisdom is strong in liberal arts or the sciences," she
said. "At the same time, perspective teachers need
to have multiple and varied experiences in dealing
with children in the classroom (which an
undergraduate degree in education can provide more
fully).
"We are examining our own teacher education program offerings to continue to improve them so education graduates can be well prepared," Seminoff said.
A change in education is going to take time. Randall estimates it will take a decade or two to impliment any new ideas, yet something must be done.
"If things continue as they are with no changes,
education will experience a lowering of standards, an
accelerated flight from teaching and less qualified
new teachers," Randall said.
This lecture was the first of two sponsored by the
College of Education. The next one will be held June
9 and 10, 1988 and will address "Literacy: A Lifelong
Process."

By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

With such technological developments as personal
computers in the classroom, both students' and
teachers' roles are changing, Dr. Ruth Randall, Minnesota commissioner of education, said last Wednesday night at the first of Winona State University's College of Education Lecture Series.
Approximately 60 people listened to Randall, one
of the leaders of the Carnegie Task Force on
Teaching as a Profession. She explained one way she
and members of the task force found to deal with the
changing roles—the establishment of a national board
for certification.
Students will have to go out and deal with new
technologies and develop technologies, she said, so
they need to be trained as to how this is done. Critical
thinking, problem-solving and decision-making will be
key tools to this development and if the teacher has
these the students will too, Randall said. "There will
be a need for a higher order of teaching."
National certification is one way to achieve this
"higher order." "It will test the content and process
of teaching and then (test through) observations,"
Randall said.
Teachers in Minnesota are already licensed by the
state but national certification would carry that even
further.
Those that would need to be certified would be
those that deal with student's talents, not those who
would deal with instructional duties such as reading
to students.
Randall said those applying would be judged on
their ability to write, how they do lab work, evidence
that the teacher can think creatively and observation

See Education, page 6
is thinking of hosting another concert in the spring. If they do they're
trying to set up a deal with Z-93
radio or WLAX-TV, both from La
Crosse, where the stations pay the
cost of getting the band and the
Warrior Club can just handle getting the facility ready.
Carol Moeching, U-PAC president and publicity organizer for the
concert said Jett and Cafferty cost
about $35,000, combined, to get,
that $2,000 to $5.000 was spent on

advertising and that work on arranging the concert began this
summer.
She said she didn't want to think
about the possibility of a spring
concert right away. "I'm going to
worry about finals first and the next
concert later."
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Business
Career
Column
Five ways to get a
job fast
1. Act Now

Don't take a couple of weeks
to think things over.
2. Aim High

If you apply for lower-level
positions, you'll be told you're
overqualified.
3. Meet the Decision-Makers

Don't go to the personnel
department unless you're seeking a job in personnel. Personnel screens, management hires
4. Look for Opportunities

You can create an opportunity for yourself if you can help a
firm increase sales, lower costs
or save expenses.
5. Interview for Offers

Interviews should be viewed
as opportunities to change your
life for the better. Use every opportunity to practice your interview skills.

How to grab an
employer's interest
in a cover letter
1. Start with a bit of
self-analysis.

You have the advantage of
knowing everything there is to
know about your product. Your
task is to decide which facets
you wish to present and in what
light. Keep in mind that an effective cover letter should not exceed one page.
2. Narrow your appeal.

Select two or three of the
most relevant and impressive
facts and organize them so they
will have the greatest impact onl
your reader,
3. Accentuate the positive.

Focus on the practical experiences you've had in school.
4. Eliminate the negative.

There are four pieces of information to leave out of your
cover letter: personal problems,
difficulties with a present boss,
beefs about how things are run
at your current place of employment, the fact that you've been
fired.
5. Respect your reader.

One of the best ways to convince a prospective employer of
your interest is to show you've
taken the time to learn
something about the company.
Write an attention-getting
introduction.

If the writer doesn't grab the
employer early, the sales pitch
is doomed to fail.
7. Don't forget the finishing
touches.

Before you send your letter,
double-check the name, title,
department and address. Be
sure you have proofread your
letter for typos, misspellings and
improper grammar.
This information was obtained from
BusinessWeek's Careers

magazine.

Drinking age affects local business
By PETER BREMER
Staff Writer

A shrinking legal drinking
population and the enforcement of
the new 21-year-old drinking law
have caused problems, according
to local bar owners.
"We are getting less business,"
said Christopher Pehler, a
bartender at the Nasty Habit and
Mingles Fundrinkery, 102 Johnson
St. To make up for the loss, Pehler
said the owners of this combined
establishment experimented with a
non-alcoholic tri-college night and
teen night on alternating Sunday
evenings. However, the reaction
was not favorable and tri-college
night was dropped entirely.
Last year both 19 and 20-yearolds born before Sept. 1, 1967
could drink under the Grandfather
Clause, a provision to the drinking
law.
This year, however, just the
20-year-olds still fall under the provision and next year only those 21
and above will be able to legally
drink.
The Sunshine Bar and
Restaurant, 79 E. 2nd St., has experienced a 20 percent drop in
business since the new law went
into effect, Gary Poblocki, partowner of the establishment said.
He also said fake I.D.'s have risen
dramatically. "You have to check
everyone until you know their
face," Poblocki said. "It's time and
money."
He added that if somebody can
die for their country fighting a war,
they should be able to drink.
Pat Beck, vice president and part
owner of Charlies D & D Bar and
Cafe, 204 W. 2nd St., would not
comment on his business' situation. "Where were you five years
ago when we were fighting this
thing (the lowered drinking age)?"
he asked. "I don't mean to be rude

Winonan Photo By Tony Dussei

Due to the new drinking law, which prohibits perSee Drinking, page 6 sons under 21 years of age from drinking alcohol,

Winona bar business has suffered a considerable loss in profits.

Women in management fill America
Business women in Winona follow suit
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

You don't have to search as hard
as you once did to find women who
have overcome obstacles in the
way of advancement.
Nationally, about 37 percent of
corporate managers are now
women, compared with 24 percent
a decade ago, the June 22, 1987
issue of Business Week reported.
The picture is the same locally.
According to Sandy Olson, exucutive assistant at Winona's
Chamber of Commerce, more men
own bigger businesses around
town but there are more than 20
businesses owned by women.
The national trend of more
women managers is due to a better educated, more determined and
more organized crop of women, the
magazine said. But, women executives still have hurdles of oldfashioned prejudice to face.
Olson said there has been
growth in women in management
positions and that she ,can even
see it here. For example the traditionally male held job of development directors has changed. In
town, the Watkins Home, 175 E.
Wabasha, has a female director of
development.
"It's been slow, though," Olson

AS MORE
WOMEN
GET MBAs..
%of women
among graduating

...THEIR ROLE
AS MANAGERS
INCREASES
%of women in
management and
ad ministrative jobs

MBAs*

1972: 47.
1976: 1Z
1987: 33,X

Masters Business Administration

said. She started as an administrative assistant at the
chamber and is currently in a middle management position. She has
responsibilities piling and is in
charge of two to four full-time
employees. .

R

R

1972: 20,7.
1976: 24X
1987: 37%

Taken from Business Week June 22, 1987

She admits she didn't attend college but thinks an education is one
of the most important assets a
woman could have behind her.
Olson said she agrees with the
national trend because she sees

mpre, females in school who want

to be successful. She used to work
in the career assistance office at
St. Mary's College in Winona
where she helped match students
with professionals. St. Mary's, she
said, is where she learned her
leadership skills.
As for hurdles, Olson said
employees and co-workers respond to her assertiveness well.
Business Week said women are
being promoted because they
bring new management styles to
the corporation. Olson has. She
said, "I'm not a boss, but I learned how to manage people and
that's what I do." She said she is
the one who helps solve inner office troubles when they arise. At
one point, she said, she had trouble dealing with a co-worker's
assertiveness. "Sometimes people
are overpowering." She trys not to
be.
Some managemnet experts
predict it might take another
generation before female executives are more than a rarity. In
Winona, though ,there is a group
working to enhance the image of
professional and business women.
Olson is the liason between the
chamber and the Women in
Business committee.
See Women, page,16
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Saints aren't available
Students at Winona State University should demand the resignation of some of their student senate members.
Some of the skeletons these upright student representatives have
hidden in their closets are just deplorable.
Andrea Schmidt, a student senator, has admitted to stealing candy from her mother's candy drawer as a child and then standing
by as her brothers and sisters took the rap.
Student Senate Vice President Linda Bobo said she cheated on
a test in seventh grade.
Even Jim Traeger, student senate president, one who should be
above such petty crimes, said he used to let his dog out when he
went to school so it would follow him and he would have to leave
school early to take it home.
What should be done about this?
Perhaps each of them should formally announce that they are
ashamed of their past and be forced into a humiliating resignation.
Then Winona State students can sit and wait for months on end
until some saints are found to fill the positions properly.
Let's face it, the last of America's saints are gone. They won't
be found in Winona State's student senate or in the United States
Supreme Court.

Be part of your town
You've left home to study at a university in a small southeastern
town in Minnesota.
You've been in Winona now for a good two months and it's about
time you realize that you're not here only to study.
The Winonan knows. We don't study all the time. In fact, we know
quite a significant number of co-eds support downtown
establishments on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights.
However we're not talking about the choice between socializing
and studying. We think you should be thinking about studying and
supporting your town.
Yes, this is your town. While you're here become a part of it. Just
don't check in for nine months. Winona has a lot more to offer than
an academic education.
It's important to become a member of the community. Involvement is one of those things that makes a whole person..
But you're not a half-person if you choose not to be a part of the
community either. Of course, it's really your choice to be a couch
potato or a helper at Winona Volunteer Services. It's your choice
to be a lounge lizard or a poll worker at city-wide election sites.
In reality, it's your privilege to become involved in voting, and
volunteering at the YMCA is very easy.
Just don't stay here for your education, become an active part
of the community and support your town.

Plan will hurt growth
Winona's long-awaited and controversial Heritage Preservation
Commission is getting closer to becoming a reality. This commission could cause problems for Winona State University.
The commission would identify and preserve buildings and homes
throughout Winona considered to be significant to the history of
the city.
At the Nov. 2 Winona City Council meeting, the Planning Commission gave an audio-visual presentation showing particular homes
and buildings around town which could be preserved.
A number of these homes and buildings border Winona State's
campus. If these homes and buildings become slated for Preservation, the growth of Winona State's already over-crowded cam
pus could be stifled.
. If a state-based historical society can prevent a building from go:43 ncxt to campus imogino Yshat
w^rkinC
with the city every day, could do.
A number of the city councilmen saw this land-locking potential,
though, and gave the ordinance back to the Planning Commission
for revision.
The possibility of making the area around campus exempt from
preservation will be explored.
For the good of the university let's hope the Planning Commision can see its way clear to include this provision.

What do you think about us?'
As a student newspaper, the Winonan's purpose
is to inform you, the student reader. For the last nine
issues you've read what Winonan editors selected
for stories and opinions the editorial staff thought you
ought to be aware of. Now it's your turn to tell us what
you want to read, what you've found interesting,
thought provoking or just plain entertaining.
1. What section of the Winonan do you read or
look at the most? (Please circle)

For us to improve we need to know what you think.
Please answer the following questions, cut along
the perforated lines and deposit the survey in the
boxes located outside the Winonan office and by the
microwave in the cafeteria.
Thank you for your assistance.
5. In Variety do you like: (rank 1 to 4)
Clubs and activities
Stories on Individuals
Pages devoted to one issue, such as "stress"
Entertainment

News
Variety
Sports
Editorial/Commentary
Photo page
Ads
Photos

6. In Sports do you like: (rank 1 to 4)

2. Rank the above sections (1-6) in the order in
which you find them the most interesting (1 being the most interesting).

Outdoor column
Spotlights of individual athletes
The 19th Hole
Accounts of games played
7. In Business would you like to see:
(rate 1 to 5)

3. In News do you like to read about: (put in order
from 1 to 5, 1 being what you like most)
politics
financial aid updates
department issues
meetingS- and events
business

Columns by business students or faculty members
Articles on how the campus dollar affects the surrounding . community
Profiles of area businesses
Profiles of area business people
National tips on jobs, interviews
8. Do the editorials (Circle One):

4. Are you interested in national, state and local
coverage as well as what is happening on campus?
(Circle One)

provoke thought
seem irrelevant

9. If irrelevant, what issues do you believe should
be presented?

Yes

No
The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed, composed and published by and for the
students of Winona State University.
The Winonan generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaOng 30 percent is provided by student activity fees.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent
to it for publication.
Deadline for all ad copy is Thursday 5 p.m. prior to the week of publication. Deadline for all letters
is Friday at noon prior to the week of publication.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $15 annually (29 issues) or
$6 per quarter. Address all correspondence to: The Winonan, Kryzsko Commons, Winona State
University, Winona, MN 55987. Phone 507-457-5119.
The Winonan is a membei of, and rated by, the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating
of All American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota Newspaper Association, the American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.
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Commentary
It's a good idea but...
Thankfully, I don't have any finals on Nov. 19, a day I plan to
spend in my closet.
It is the day for what's called The Great American Smokeout.
I call it Let Us Unmercifully Harrass Smokers Day.
The whole idea behind The Great American Smokeout is to draw
attention to the dangers of smoking and to hopefully get those of
us with the habit to go a day without a "cig."
I usually buy an extra pack of the cancer sticks, just so I've got
one ready to light up every time someone says, "Have you had
a cigarette today, Dave?"
"Yes," I can say, "and I plan to have many more."
Don't get me wrong. I realize it's an idiotic habit I stupidly acquired and should be able to shake.
I also feel the idea behind the Smokeout is a good one, focusing
on what is probably the most significant health problem in society
today.

Reader's View

But I also get a little tired of people offering me gum or hard candy to "get me through the day." What's worse is the really healthminded people armed with celery or carrot sticks who offer me a
chance to satisfy my oral gratification needs and pick up a few
vitamins.
To make things worse, it's not just Nov. 19 that's bad for smokers
these days, the other 364 are no picnic either. Author Kurt Vonnegut once called smoking the only socially acceptable form of
suicide, but thanks to efforts by groups like the American Cancer
Society and their message that smokers are not only killing
themselves, but endangering the health of others, the social acceptance of smokers continues to decline.
That decline is most noticeable during the Smokeout.
Perhaps the most agonizing aspect of the day is that no one can
tell me anything new.
Believe it or not, I know I'm destroying my health in about a hundred different ways, wasting what little money I earn, stinking up
my clothes and the neighborhood, and disgusting those around me.

Credits limited
To the Editor:

We are third year education
majors who were unable to get
more than four credits at winter
quarter registration.
We understand that there is a
problem within the department,
but we don't understand how we
are to remain in school with just

Don't park here
To the Editor:

I also know that intensive publicity about the dangers of smoking, including The Great American Smokeout, has convinced
millions of people to break the addiction.
I know that, while it would be terribly difficult, I could probably
shake the habit and that there are dozens of methods available
to help shed the dependency. I know this because I've tried most
of them.
From what I hear, the best approach is clinics like those offered
at Community Memorial Hospital in Winona. I haven't tried that one
yet, but I've attempted others, including seeing a hypnotist. For
about $50 a head, some professional looking swami put about 20
of us in a trance and completely lifted our desires for cigarettes.
I don't know about the rest of the people there, but my desire
was back about the same time the swami had packed her bags
and headed to the next town.
I do commend those who are working to eliminate smoking from
our society, and I honestly hope to join the ranks of former smokers
soon.
But even with no finals to study for all day, I still plan to stay in
my closet on Nov. 19, so give your carrot sticks to someone else.

On at least two occasions this
fall, I have been restricted from
parking in the Minne lot. Earlier
this quarter they had the entire lot
blocked off for voting and today
(Nov. 3) a portion of it.

•
Fees for helium
To the Editor:

Rumor has it that the Warriorettes, or whatever our squad of
cheerleaders call themselves,
managed to appropriate a large
sum of money from the student
activity fund for the festivities of
homecoming. That's our activity
fee, paid along with tuition, right?
Now I'm all for school spirit and
homecoming festivities, but the
cheerleaders spent this sum on

Prevent it now
To the Editor:

A reminder to readers
This is the last issue of the Winonan for fall quarter. However, we
will be back in the newsstands on Dec. 2.

Thank you for your opinions and your contio;:;cd suport.

$

)

In the article, "AIDS Education
is Needed," (Nov. 4 issue of the
Winonan) I am quoted as stating
that I do not see the AIDS virus
—
here at this point but
up.
years fiorri licm it could
Lest there be any misunderstanding, I want people to know that
even though persons may not
show symptoms of the disease,

one class. (We would like to
graduate within five years!)
We feel helpless and frustrated
with the education system. In talking to professors, it seems as if no
one cares enough to do anything
about this problem.
What, if anything can we do?
How can these problems exist
when Winona State University used to be called Winona Teacher's
College?
We feel there needs to be more

sections offered and therefore
more teachers to teach the
courses.
We have heard, of so many
education majors who are having
the same type of problems.
SOMETHING MUST BE
DONE.

This really upset me because
parking is a large enough problem
as it is, here. I feel that the parking lots are for the students and
faculty. This is our school and we
should have parking facilities
available for us.
Voting is important but
everyone should have to search
for a parking space. If they really

want to vote they will.
We pay enough money to this
school for student fees that our
facilities shouldn't be taken away.

helium balloons.
That's right, helium balloons.
For those students who worry
about whether they can pay for
their housing after tuition is paid
for, they can at least rest easy
about the necessity of that activity fee for the benefit of the entire
student body.
It seems ridiculous to me, but
I may not have all the facts.
Maybe someone should research
this. Maybe someone could explain to us what this activitiy fee
is supposed to do to help us

they may still be carrying the virus
and can transmit it.
Therefore, right now we need to
take all precautions known to help
prevent the spread of this virus.
What we do today may show up
years from now!

arc y,
Sokulik, R.N.

Sincerely,
Pam Theis
Ann Vandenberg
Kim Skwira

A concerned and disturbed
student.
Jackie Johnson

receive a quality education.
A Confused Freshman,
Rita Nygren
Editor's note: The activity fee
money appropriated for the Warriorettes goes for balloons and
helium, locker room decorations,
travel expenses, competition and
hosting competitions.

Letters Policy
Send us a letter about any
issue you feel students should
know about. We publish letters in
the order we receive them and
usually only edit when room is
needed for other students. We
rPeerve th° right to request
verificaboil ifie facts from letters written and sent to us for
publication. Only signed letters
are accepted. We accept one letter per person per quarter.
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Drinking
Continued from page 3

but I have no comment."
According. to Steve Roberts,
head bartender at Lang's Bar &
Cafe, 179 E. 3rd St., business is
down slightly and incidents of fake
and borrowed I.D.'s have risen. He
doesn't think the 21-age law is
such a good idea. "(Because of the
law) there will probably be more
house parties and more kids getting someone else to buy alcohol
for them and then (people who are
drunk will be) driving around."
At Shorty's Restaurant and D.J.
Lounge, 528 Center St., Owner
Dosh Troke said since incoming
freshmen can't drink it has affected
business negatively. He said
sometimes evert legal-aged
patrons leave when their illegalaged friends are refused service.
There's not much you, can do to
compensate for the loss he said.
Carding is done heavily and
Troke said fake I.D.'s are pretty
rare. He also thinks the drinking
age should have been left at 19.
Carol Hundorf, part-owner of the
Cozy Corner Bar, 901 W. 5th St.,
said, "It's affected it (business)

severely and it's been absolute
chaos the past two years with the
I.D.'s." There is a heavy college
crowd on weekends, she said, and
fake I.D.'s are still a problem.
Hundorf said she thinks the
drinking age should be at least 25
because of the problems of alcohol
abuse in the young and old.
A business decline has also
been experienced by Rascals, 151
E. 3rd St., Barb Timm, the bar's
owner, said. She thinks all age
groups are inhibited from going out
because of new Driving While
Under the Influence laws.
Fake I.D.'s are a problem Timm
said and if a person is caught passing one, it is confiscated and they
are told if they are caught again
they will be arrested. "(The new
drinking age) is the saddest thing
that could have happened," she
said.
Other bars in town have been affected by the 21 law, but not quite
as much because their patrons are
older.
Mark Miller, bar manager of the
Dog House Bar & Grill, 929 E. 8th
St., said the new law hasn't really
affected them much since their
patrons are mostly older college
kids and professionals. The Dog

BE A U.S. REGISTERED MALE

If you're within 30 days of
your 1th birthday, you. must
register with Selective Service
at the post office. It only takes
five minutes to fill out the card.
And don't worry, there hasn't
been a draft since 1973. The
country just needs your name in
case there's ever a national
emergency.

House was closed for a week over
the summer for serving alcohol to
a minor, yet Miller said he doesn't
have too much trouble with fake
I.D.'s.
He also favors a 19-year-old
drinking age.
The 21 age law hasn't affected
business at Max's, Winona Mall,
that much, Bar Manager Lisa
Johnson said. "We have an older
crowd." However, fake I.D. use has
gone up she said.
Victoria's on Fifth, 926 W 5th St.,
Owner Frank Karstan said they
aren't heavily affected either due to
their "older clientele." However,
Karstan said, "Obviously our sales
would be better (if the 21 drinking
age wasn't in effect), everyone's
would be."
It will probably take another year
or more to fully assess the effectiveness of the 21 drinking age and
at least until July, 1988 to assess
the damage done to area bars.
That is the date new liquor licenses
and renewals are required. Liquor
licenses run from July 1 to June 30.
According to James Pomeroy, city
clerk, there hasn't been a drop in
liquor licenses yet.

Education

Continued from page 2

Rochester, the education 190
course (Human Relations), which
is the prerequisite for many education courses, had a waiting list of
49 students in fall. "The response
is overwhelming," he said.
In winter quarter the Rochester
campus is offering another section
but that's just for those on the
waiting list. "We will make a significant dent in the waiting list but
won't eliminate it all the way."
Lohmann said that instead of
waiting, some people took the
course through the University of

ALMA. u11/ ► u
AIM

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988.
The Air Force has a special program for 1988 BSNs. If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify, you must have an
overall "B" average. After commissioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer. For more information, call

WANT A JOB!
Ski instructors
needed.Only solid
skiers will be
considered. Coffee
Mill Ski Area.
Call
Gayle for details at
454-6688

1-800-423-USAF TOLL FREE
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beer.
Closed during finals
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Friday the 13th
is the quarter
break dance

invites you for
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APPRECIATION NIGHT
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, Minnesota and some decided not
to go through with it at all.
"It's not that we aren't trying,"
Frank said. "They're (students)
caught in a dilemma."
Seminoff said, "I know students
want to zip through in four years,
but if that's not possible, students
do have an option. She advises
students to work on a second licensure or a minor in an academic
area if they can't get into other
courses. "It particularly makes
their background stronger.
"Schedules may have to be adjusted a bit as we continue to work
to provide sufficient courses,"
Seminoff said.

Thursday, Nov. 19th 5-10 p.m.

20 % OFF STOREWIDE

French Manicure Demonstrations
Nail Emboss Art

•
•
• •
• •
• •
• 46
• •
6•
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •

Facial & Skin Care Demonstrations
Make-up Application

Refreshments, prizes and drawing, and
most of all, a big thank you to all our
important customers.

fT-

PLAZA
86 Plaza East
Downtown Winona

454-HAIR
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Housing, renta problems can be fixed
Dirlam urges
complaints
before moving
By MARY JOHNSON
Variety Editor

Off campus student housing conditions, such as this gap
in a window frame on 373 Wilson St., have caused enough
commotion to bring the issue before the student senate.

Winonan Photo By Tim Jacobsen

Senators will discuss the issue at todays senate meeting at
4 p.m. in the Purple Rooms.

Student renter
guidelines
(off camOus housing)

/
UNDERSTAND:
1. When a rent agreement is
made - this is a legal obligation for
both parties.
2. You are paying for living
quarters; for comfort, health, safety and security.
3, The landlord is entitled to
rent payments in full and on time,
also no abuse of his property.

j hot
water
sufficient?
k. are there screens
and storms
I. kitchen plumbing
work
m. are cabinets furnished, drawers
work, etc
n. have owner or
agent sign a
statement for
repairs

4. Renting is a profit-making CLARIFY YOUR OBLIGATION
1..Do you pay utilities or are
business. If it weren't, there would
they included
be no rental units!
BEFORE YOU SIGN:
1. Ask if the dwelling is certified by the city. (Confirm this with
the Housing office in City Hall 452-8550)
2. Walk through and LOOK
for problems with owner or agent.
a. do doors lock
b. are windows
broken
c, is it in good condition - walls, ceilings,
floors etc.
d. do bedroom(s)
have lame
enough windows,
e. are there smoke
alarms
f. do electric outlets
work
g. do light switches
work
h. do all bath fixtures
work (flush toilet
and see)
i. are kitchen appliances furnished
(do they work)

2. Are you responsible for garbage and trash removal
3. Are you responsible for yard
care and snow removal
4. Who pays for repairs during
your occupancy
5. A firm understanding about
deposit, what does it cover
6. If you have complaints,
make them while still a
tenant
T Pay your rent on time and

8. Keep the unit clean and
sanitary removing
garbage and trash
This information is provided
by Bill Dirlam, Housing
Inspector of
the city of
Winona.

Off campus housing has improved in the past six
years. Some students may not agree with this statement, however, but Bill Dirlam, Housing Inspector
for the City of Winona, has the statistics to back it up.
"When I moved here from Davenport, (Iowa) there
was only a housing program initiated in 1964. That
program dealt mostly with rooming units, furnished
sleeping rooms for example. Today we are more interested in housing safety and deal mostly with
apartments."
The building codes that governed the housing program of the 1960s were a lot different than those
in effect today.
"Building codes are only as good as your city
council lets them be," Dirlam said. "I learned that
at a seminar in Madison (Wis.)." (A seminar held
yearly at the College of Engineering, University.of
Wisconsin-Madison)
"The current codes 'are more than one person can
handle. A better code would take more peopleto ad:
minister it," stated Dirlam, who works alone in that
capacity.
Dirlam wants students to remember several things
when looking for apartments.
"If I could get one thing across, it would be to ask
'Is this building certified?' That would really help,"
Dirlam said.
"We have 3,043 certified rental units in Winona
as of the 1986 report.
"There are rental units that aren't certified, but
by law, all rental units must be certified," he said.
In fact, there is a $200 fine for renting a unit that
isn't certified."
See Rent, page 10

No dorms on agenda
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

Living on-campus has its advantages and disadvatages. But if a student wants to live on-campus and
can't, a definite problem is posed.
Such may be the case at Winona State University
because it doesn't look as if another residence hall
will be built in the next 2-3 years.
Elaine Bellew, State University System assistant
vice chancellor for finance, said a task force will be
formed soon to do some in-depth analysis on the
need for a new residence hall. She said the SUS has
to consider type, cost, enrollment projections and
financing possibilities.
But the chance that Winona State will get a new
dorm is small because analysis by the SUS will be
lengthy. Bellew also said, "A system wide priority list
has to be set up because other universities want improvements." This list is different from the capital improvements list that calls for a health and applied
science building to be built at Winona State. The
money for the hall could be raised by selling revenue
bonds, she explained.

John Ferden, Winona State's housing director,
said the university needs a new dorm, one with up
to 400 beds. He said he has been requesting a new
residence hall for years. But, according to Bellew,
a study done a couple of years ago showed a declining enrollment.
"Within the next couple years,"Ferden said, "we
have a fair chance (at a new dorm)." He said the new
hall would be more modern, more attractive. The
buildings on campus now are of traditional dormitory
style and the new buildings would have to be more
appealing. Extra suites and singles, he thought,
would attract more people.
Whether or not Winona State does begin to build
a new residence hall, Ferden expects room and
board rates to go up next year. He said rates have
gone up an average of 7 percent every year for the
past four years and doesn't think this year to be different. A large portion of the increase goes toward
maintaining the building, he said.
Funds for improvements to student unions, dorm
buildings and parking lots are raised by selling
revenue bonds, Ferden said.

•
Renting problems mutual
By CHUCK FREDERICK and
Sports Editor

JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

It's the old Hatfield/McCoy story over and over
again. Traditionally tenants have had problems with
their landlords and landlords have always seemed to
have troubles with tenants.
Landlord Nick Edstrom said, "I'm aggravated by
them and sometimes they're aggravated by me. It
works both ways but I don't have a lot of complaints
with students."
Eight students who rent apartments at 311
Washington St. from L.W. Barrett are finding out what
aggravates then.
"He's (Barrett) retired and is overall a good
landlord," one of his tenants said, "but the house is
falling apart." She noted a leaky tub and deteriorating
curtains and furniture.
The tenant, who also rented during the summer,

said Barrett made an effort to keep the outside looking nice but never worked on the inside. She said it
would take him about a month to finish a job.
Landlords like Edstrom, who rents to over 100
students a year, and Scott Abramson, who rents to
over 20, have found that the easiest way to keep
everyone happy is by doing repairs immediately. "I
like to keep my apartments in good condition, so
when something occurs it's best just to fix it right
away, Abramson said.
They have also found it is more effective to charge
tenants on the spot for damage repairs.
"When their pocketbook is hit immediately it should
wake them up to not create damage again," Abramson said.
Edstrom said he has a full-time maintenance man
who does all his repairs.
Landlord Chuck Scholmier, who owns property at
519 W. Mark St., recently replaced a furnace within
See Housing, page 10
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Home isn't always a castle
TEXT BY JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

Not all apartments in Winona have chipping paint,
broken glass and create generally unfavorable living
conditions.
Not all landlords refuse to do even minimum repair
jobs.
However, if you are one of the unlucky ones stuck
in an unpleasant situation where you sometimes
wonder just what is holding the house together, you
are not alone.
Eric Johnsrud, an attorney at Goldberg, Torgerson,
Wohletz, Pflughoeft and Pederson, who also works
in Winona State University's Legal Services Office,
said out of all the students who come to talk to him
in the office, at least 50 percent of them have renting

problems.
Bill D i rlam, city building inspector, said if landlords
continually refuse to repair housing damages he
should be notified. Then he informs the owner in
writing that he or she has so long in which to repair
the damages. If landlords are still uncooperative they
can eventually be taken to court and the landlords certification could be revoked.
Johnsrud advised that the best way to avoid these
problems is to read your contract thoroughly before
signing anything and to go through your house with
your landlord to discover some of the problems before
you move in.

Asivor, /'4

A currently uninhabited house at 125 Winona St.

**400,4110:Ir

INSULATION
HOME IMPROVEMENT

FREE ESTIMATES
?keine 452-4409
A house at 200 Mankato Ave. gets a face lift.

Winonan Photo By Lynn Skelton

A shattered window pane at 112 W. 6th

Si.
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Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel
Winonan Photo By Kirk Fratzke

A water damaged ceiling at 112 W. 6th St.

Peeling paint at 373 Wilson St.

Winonan Photo By Tim Jacobsen

Winonan Photo By Kirk Fratzke
-nonan Photo By Tony Dussel

Cracked plaster on a ceiling at 205 W. 6th St.
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Rent
Continued from page 7
Dirlam pointed out that the code
followed by the Winona Housing
Authority deals with only the
minimum requirements set down
by the Housing and Urban
Development (HUD).
"There's nothing in the code that
deals with the aesthetics in an
apartment, only safety conditions,
ventilation, sanitation and things
like that," Dirlam said. "But any
good landord would care about the
aesthics and paint or do what was
necessary to make the apartment
nice."
Dirlam has been aware of many
of the standard complaints from
students about a few of the
landlords in Winona.
"For the most part, landlords
want to treat their properties like a
business, keep them in good repair
and give the student (tenant) what
he pays for. You do have some
landlords that just collect the rent,
intimidate the tenant, refuse to
make repairs and let the property
deteriorate," Dirlam said.
"It's those same few landlords
that give us problems too. We send

them letters and they use the same
delaying tactics time after time. For
a couple of them, the next step is
right to court."
Dirlam points out the best cure
for this type of substandard housing is to not rent from unconcientious landlords.
"If people continue to support
them by renting from them, these
conditions will never change."
"The only way we can help
students," Dirlam said, "is if they
come and tell us what the (housing)
problem is."
That is one of the major problems Dirlam said. Complaints
must be filed before the disgruntled tenant moves. After the
premises is vacated, Dirlam really
can't do anything about it.
"I know some (tenants) are
afraid to say anything. But they
shouldn't be (afraid), the landlord
can't retaliate with an eviction
notice or threaten them in any
way," Dirlam stated.
"I don't know how many
students I've counseled about that,
but they still wait until after they
move out to say something, and
then it's too late."
Dirlam designed a brochure to
alert students and tenants in

Winona to their options when making a complaint about housing.
"I don't know how many of these
(brochures) I've passed out since
classes started in September, and
I'd like to get more out there."
Dirlam feels if students were
aware of their rights as tenants
they wouldn't allow landlords to
bully them into accepting inadequate conditions or be afraid of
eviction.
"What I've found with landlords
is, the better ones treat it like a
business. They put out a good product, treat it as such, maintain it
and treat their tenants fairly. Other
landlords," stressed Dirlam, "are
in it for only the money. The tenant
is an object. But you find these
anywhere. They existed in Davenport, they exist here in Winona.
They're everywhere."
"What students need to do is
bite the bullet. Take control and exercise their options," Dirlam said.
"It's not necessary for them to live
in substandard housing. We're.
here to help them if they'll only turn
to us and let us help."

Housing
Continued from page 10
two weeks of discovering a pro
blem with the old one. His speedy
repairs have kept his tenants
happy.
One of the biggest problems
landlords have with student renters
is noise from parties. Abramson
said he tries to handle noise problems himself without having to involve the police.
"If I get a complaint from the
neighbors about noise I act immediately,"he said. "Even if it's 3
a.m. I get out of bed and go over
there."
Edstrom said he doesn't have a
lot of problems with noise because
he prohibits tenants from having
parties and only allows a certain
number of people in the house at
any one time.
He said he keeps a close lookout
for parties on his properties by
routinely driving by and checking.
He said he usually catches parties
before neighbors are bothered.
The only time he calls the police is
when he doesn't know from which
apartment the noise is coming
from.

Edstrom said he is strict with
noise and parties for the good. of
the community. "I keep a close
watch on it because I have to live
with those people (neighbors to the
rental properties) my whole life."
Most landlords spell out restrictions like Edstrom does. Robin
Fonner, renter at 747 W. Broadway
Ave., said her landlord, Monica
Conway, won't let them smoke in
their attic apartment, have gettogethers or throw parties and they
have to help shovel snow from the
driveway.
Landlords stand to make more
money when renting to college
students rather than townspeople.
"Obviously you get more money
for it but you also have more problems," Edstrom said. He pointed
to excessive wear and tear on furniture, higher utility bills and a lack
of renters in the summer as the biggest drawbacks of renting to
students.

Darlin' we be tired of
fishin' but we be still
lovin' that smell!!?!!

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING.M / F

Call your mummy.

Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii. Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc.

CALL NOW:
206-736-0775 Ext.468F
HOMEWORKERS WANTED!
TOP PAY! C.I.
121 24th AVE. N.W.
Suite 222
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

"THE big lake they say,

Never gives up her dead,
When the Gales of
November come early."
-The Wreck of the Edmund
Fitzgerald
Gordon Lightfoot

Be a NANNY
* Seaside Connecticut towns
near New York City
*Great salary & benefits airfare
provided
* Choose from warm, loving
families pre-screened by us
* Year round positions
* Must enjoy working with
children

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with bandages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
'costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you. Just call

Care for Kids, Inc.
P.O. Box 27, Rowayton, CT 06853
203-852-8111
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Sure, your schoolwork and
NUM friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.
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HIS & HERS NEW STYLES
"HairStylos For `Voir Lifestyle*"
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By DEE DEE
ONLY

$3.50
w/ Shampoo
& blowdry style
$5.00
q73 West Mark
Corner of Mark & Main
Winona, MN

Call for Appointment

454-8125

1 Block From
Campus
Expires
1W14,87 I
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The right choice.
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Under stress?
College stress more than
studies
By MARY JOHNSON
Variety Editor

Editor's note:Facts and statistics
in the following article were taken
from Psychology Today, Sept.
1987 and Stress, Sanity and Survival by Woolfolk and Richardson
The world, 1987 style, breeds
stress. Stress that has caused alarming i-ncreases in psychological
tension, anxiety, hypertension and
coronary disease.
This
of
physically
type
debilitating stress isn't confined to
the over-30 age group either.
Students, with an ever increasing
necessity to perform within the
academic world, suffer and at
times succumb to the rigors of college stress.
Students with a grade point
average over 3.0 suffer from fear
of competitive failure while those
students clinging to a mandatory
2.0 try to prove their capabilities.
Test anxiety, for example, is a
microcosm of contemporary life.
Students who suffer greatly from
test anxiety often distort their
general view of life.
During a test, those students
engage in negative self-criticism,
causing the anxiety to escalate.
They concentrate on themselves
and not on the task at hand,
transferring feelings of failure from
the test to themselves. The greater
the tension, the more negative their
self-image. Minor anxieties are
compounded, they feel guilty for
feeling guilty.
Next, anxious people overevaluate their feelings and the importance of the test and the cycle
of tension begins again with more
negative self-criticism.
Anxious students begin worrying
about their performance before the
first day of class. They feel inadequate to the task, put off studying
because they feel they will fail
anyway and by final exam time,
have either decided to drop the
course or accept a low grade.
"I see a lot more (test anxiety)
now than I used to. In the 60s and
70s, there was not the same wide
spread anxiety," said Marjorie
Dorner, English professor, "but
now I see a lot more of it.
"Education is so grimly job
oriented. Parents say go to college,
but you better take management or
business," continued Darner.
"When I went to college, we

"Kids don't automatically make it
anymore. They're worried and that
worry translates itself in test-taking."
-Marjorie Dorner
English professor

assumed that we'd get a job. Kids
don't automatically make it
anymore. They're worried and that
worry translates itself in testtaking."
What students fail to realize is,
test failure is an annoyance, not a
determination of self-worth.
Even students with good study
habits, above-average intelligence
and a desire to learn, suffer from
test anxiety.
"I know I'm gonna fail, I just
know it," said Cathy M., a
freshman who feels overwhelmed
at times.
These sentiments are universal,
echoed by students around the
world. Robert Woolfolk and Frank
Richardson, psychologists and
researchers at Rutgers University,
Camden, N.J., and the University
of Texas respectively, have designed some self-help methods to combat test anxiety.
First comes the need to identify
stressful situations. Maybe it's not
just testing. Preparation of class
assignments and term papers
causes many students to suffer
from severe headaches, nausea
and fatigue. But once the situations
are indentified, the work on improvement can begin.
On a sheet of paper write down,
along one side, all the negative
self-criticism you might experience
during just one situation. On the
other side, list the positive selfcriticism you might use to stave off
anxious feelings. You may have
eight or ten sheets, one for each
situation that causes anxiety.
Once you have identified and
labeled these stressful situations,
it's time to move on to a positive
method of self-help. Selfpersuasion isn't easy, but it can be
accomplished. One secret is to
make this part of your daily
regimine.
Daily meditation with positive
thoughts and positive mental imagery will help curb and possibly
eliminate earlier anxieties. This
positive self-image comes from living in a relaxed, charitable, outgoWinonan Photo By Tim Jacobsen

See Stress; page 12

Classroom work, tests, financial complications,
social obligations and anxiety over future employ-

ment are so stressful to students, they cause
debilitating illnesses and low grades.

WSU hosts AERho seminar, a first for Minnesota
By JILL FARRAND

Staff Writer

Nov. 14 means alot to members of Winona State University's Broadcasters Society, AERho. That date marks the
first time its regional convention has been held outside
of Wis., and it's being held here, at Winona State.
In the past, only two conventions were held a year, both
in Wis. The four existing chapters in the North Central
Region include UW—Milwaukee, OshKosh, Platteville and
Winona State. AERho president, Ken Metz, said more than
established chapters will be attending.
"We know that some Mass Communications students
from Mankato State and St. Mary's College will be attending, even though they don't have chapters formed," said
Metz.
St. Mary's once had an active chapter, but for some
reason it became inactive. By holding the convention at
Winona State, Metz is hoping to re-generate interest in
St. Mary's' students and some other schools as well.

"We're carrying the load for Minnesota, but we'll be
more than ready to assist any chapter wanting to climb
aboard," said Metz. "It makes the region look good, and
the national picture look good also," added Metz.
The United States has 12 society regions with 100
chapters, but only four chapters are in the North Central
Region. Metz sent out information this fall to numerous
colleges in Minnesota and Wisconsin in hopes more
chapters will form soon.
"We're trying to slowly move AERho westward," said
Metz. "We feel our (Winona State) chapter can be the base
for Minnesota."
This year's convention will feature 18 panelists, in-

cluding members of seven panels from radio and television in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Other panel members
will be local broadcasters, professors at Winona State and
perhaps one of the anchor persons from the Twin Cities.
Dennis Pack and John Kristoff, both faculty members

from Winona State, have made time in their busy
schedules to appear as panel members. Metz pointed out
that panelists are not paid, but are willing to participate
for several reasons.
"One reason they come is because they like to talk
about their jobs," said Metz. "Another is the fact that the
students they are talking with may be the people who
someday work for them, or even replace them. They want
to share their knowledge with them.. it's like the feeder
system."
Ajit Daniel, AERho advisor, is hoping the convention will
provide an interesting forum for students and guests that
will be more than just a standard convention.
"The purpose of this convention is not only to allow
students to associate with professionals in their field, but
also to let the region know what we at Winona•State are
doing in Mass Communications," said Daniel. "We want
to provide exposure to our school, our department, and
of course, AERho."
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No.1 Self-Help
Worksheet

Social readjustment
rating scale (stress?)

Stress
Continued from page 11

ing manner,

aware of your limitations and accepting your failures
with a sense of humor. It's these
changes in behavior that
perpetuate the image.
Try keeping a journal to monitor
your feelings from day to day. This
way you can keep track of any
negative feelings that might hinder
your positive self-image.
These are but a few hints. If
stress is a problem in your life,
because of school or work, seek
the necessary help, since neglect
or avoidance may eventually lead
to illness and even more feelings
of failure.
5,000 teenagers committed
suicide in 1986, 90 percent of these
deaths were a direct result of
stress.

1.

death

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

divorce
marital sep.
jail
family death
injury
marriage
fired/job
reconcilliation
retirement
family health
pregnancy'
sex problems
gain new family
members
business readjustment,
finance change
friend's death
work change
arguing
owing more than
$10,000
loan foreclosure
any amount'

15.
16.
17..
18.
19.
20.

of

spouse

65
63
63
53
50
47
45
45
44
40
39
39
39
38
37

26.
27..
28..
29.
30.
33.
34.
35.
36.

36
35
31
30
29

.

21.

22.
23.
24.
25.

73

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

29

r

People who are serious
about life should wear

change at work
29
leaving home
28
26
in-law trouble.
26
personal achievement
wife stops or be25
gins work
begin/end school
24
any age,
change in living
23
conditions
revision of per20
sonal habits
boss trouble
20
address change
school change
19
hobby change
19
.change church.
18
.change social life
17
good or bad.
under $10,000 loan 16
school or not
sleep change
15
13
eating change
11
vacation
Christmas
o.

SITUATION - facing a term
paper
Negative self-talk

positive self talk

I'll never get finished

Take one step at a time

I've aireaay blown it

Tension is inevitable
don't worry about it

I hate myself

You handled the stress
well, be proud of it!

NV46

CHARTREUSE

0\ Hair Salon -0P

VAMPIRES

GRAND OPENING

ARE
PEOPLE TOO!

$5.00 Haircut
$16.00 Perm

COME OVER HERE

With This Coupon

Dining Room Special

Open Daily
4:00 p.m.
Phone 452-1234

Free Extra Topping
with purchase of
Medium or Large Pizza
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

and say that!

Register For Free Prizes
To Be Given Away.
Good Thru Nov. 16 - 21

For all the days you spent awake with
us...
For all the corrections, typing jobs and
last minute adjustments...
For all the times we yelled your name
and you responded...
THANK YOU MARA
GOOD LUCK IN THE REAL WORLD
Bob will

454-7700

always love ya

Also serving Spaghetti, Chicken, Shrimp,
Taco Salads, Sandwiches, and Salads.
*Check weekly for dining room special

214 Mankato

Free Delivery on Winona State Campus
529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU.

•

PLYMOUTH
CAREER SEARCH
WORKSHOP

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family planning and
sexually transmitted diseases. For appointment phone
452-4307 weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

►
∎∎■

Plymouth
Division of
Chrysler Motors

PRESENTED BY

452-4307

64 1/2 W. 5th.

klob

Compare our prices, our
quality, our variety plus our
service and we're sure you
will find Randall's is the
place to shop!

sganadt
FOODS
-

Campbell's

Creamette

Land 0 Lake

TOMATO
SOUP

LONG
SPAGHETTI

ORANGE
JUICE

-RESUME WRITING- INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES-

.29

- DRESSING FOR SUCCESS- NEW CAREER OPPORTUNITIESALL PARTICIPANTS
WILL RECEIVE A FREE
CAREER SEARCH WORKBOOK,
RESUME GUIDE, AND
MUCH MORE!

.69 $ 2.59

10 75oz

128oz btl

16oz box

---

504

-COUPON

COKE OR ANY
eilor. COKE PRODUCT ■
-------8pk - 16oz bils. •
\_,...
$1.49 without coupon

.

99 -

Limit one per coupon one coupon per
family.
EXPIRES 11 - 17 - 87

DON'T MISS IT!

F ,deposit

s-

landallMOOS

Look For Additonal Super Buys in Winona Daily News

FREE AND OPEN TO EVERYONE

0
nursday,
Wednesday, December 2, :
December 3, 1:00 PM & 3:00 PM
Kryzsko Commons, Dining Room areas E,F,G
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Sports
Two harriers advance to National meet
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor

Joel Dudgeon and Sheila Olson led the Winona State
University men's and women's cross country teams to second place finishes in the NAIA District 13 cross country
meet and qualified for the NAIA National meet which will
be held in two weeks in Kenosha, Wis.
Olson and Dudgeon both finished third. Olson had a
time of 19:35 and Dudgeon had a 26:32.
Dudgeon credits his success to his teammates and
coach. "My teammates have been helping a lot," he said.
"They've pushed me hard in practice."

Olson could not be reached for comment.
Men's coach Daryl Henderson said he was pleased with
his team's performance. "This is the best team we've had
since 1976."
Bemidji State University won the women's competition.
Winona State finished just eight points behind. Moorhead
State finished third.
For the men, Moorhead State University finished 11
points ahead of Winona State and placed first. The win
was Moorhead State's sixth straight and advanced them
to the NAIA Nationals.
Bemidji State runners Oyvind Simonsen and Denise

Ward won individual honors.
For the Warrior men Rob'Holthus placed 11th with. a
time of 26:59, Wade Bergner was 12th at 27:14, Paul
Nevera 14th at 27:25, Dick Gordon 18th at 28:35, Frank
Raucci 19th at 28:46 and Chad Angel 28th at 31:33.
Mary Kae Fick followed Olson for the Warrior women
in 6th place with a time of 20:11. Nancy Schneider was
8th at at 20:18, Lisa Robinson 9th at 20:32 and Maureen
Gavin 14th at 22:55. Michelle Barney also finished at
26:51.

Spikers finish
on a low note
By JOHN DALZIEL II

Asst. Sports Editor

Winonan Photo By Dave Rood

Winona State University's Wendy Wise sets up a serve during the second of five games against Moorhead State

University Thursday night in McCown Gymnasium. The
Warriors beat the Dragons three games to two.

The Winona State University women's volleyball
team ended their season on a down note Saturday.
The Warriors lost to Bemidji State University at the
District 13 finals, 16-14, 15-13 and 15-1.
The Warriors qualified for the finals with an exciting
five-set match victory over Moorhead State University on Thursday night. Winona State took advantage
of their home court advantage by winning the district
semi-finals 15-7, 11-15, 9-15, 15-10 and 15-1.
Winona State started out the match against
Moorhead State with an ace serve by Shelly Burow.
Moorhead State then rallied to take an early 4-2 lead.
The two-point lead was the last that Moorhead would
see in the first game. The Warriors took advantage
of two scoring serves by senior Laura Allen, five by
senior Wendy Wise and four by senior Deb Hogue.
Hogue served up the game winner, which Burow tipped over the net for the game winning point.
Moorhead State then rattled off two straight wins,
11-15 and 9-15. In the first game the Warriors jumped
out to a quick 11-7 lead. This was due to six scoring
serves by senior captain Deb Steward and four by
Hogue. But Winona State couldn't hold the lead as
the Dragons came back to win 15-11.
The third game was similar to the second game. The
Warriors jumped out to an early lead and then saw
Moorhead come back to win.
At the outset of the fourth game, the crowd got into
the game. The audience started stomping, cheering
and waving their `kaboom kerchiefs' after every point.
The Warriors used five scoring serves from,
freshman Michele Wood and three from both Burow
and freshman Lisa Jenkover to cruise to a 15-10 victory. Wood served up the final three points, the game
winner coming on a Moorhead State net violation.
Game five would be all Winona State. The Warriors
hammered the Dragons 15-1. Winona State used only three servers to account for their 15 points. Burow
served up eight points, while Jenkover and Wise
tallied four and three points respectively. Jenkover
served up the final three points, the match winner
coming on a monster spike by Wise.
By defeating Moorhead State, the Warriors qualified
to travel to Bemidji State University to take part in the
District 13 finals.
At Bemidji State the Warriors ran into a team that
just wouldn't die. Winona State jumped out to a 14-11
lead in the first game, but just.couldn't nail down the
victory. The Beavers ended up winning the game
16-14.
The Beavers won the second game in another tight
finish 15-13. Bemidji State won the third game and
the match with an easy 14-point victory, 15-1.
The four graduating seniors all played a major role
in their final match. Steward tallied 27 ace assists,
both Hogue and Allen buried seven kills and Wise
chipped in eight kills and three ace serves.

Men netters youngbut hopeful this year
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor

The Winona State University men's basketball team will
open up its season without seven of its top nine scorers
of a year ago. Uue to the inexperience, skepticism is high.
After two seasons of .500 or better records, a .500 season
would be satisfying said Head Coach Jerry Nauman. "In
my own mind you always go for that .500 record and hope
you can do better," he said.
"I am cautiously optimistic, we have a lot of unproven
quality.
"A successful season for us would be if we go out and
continue to improve and play where we are capable of play-

ing. How many games we're going to win will depend on
how our young kids mature."
Nauman said he plans to use a lot of people, with 10 or
11 seeing extensive playing time. Senior captain Dan
Hallman and senior Hicn ulowacki will pe counted on io
lead the team.
"The toughest part we're going to have right now is trying to pick out the best chemistry and see who will do the
best job for us. We have a lot of equal ability."
Hallman (4.9 points per game last year) will be used as
an off guard and Glowacki (2.3 PPG) will play center. Junior
Tim Lang (3.2 PPG) will also be used at center but will probably see most of his action at power foward. Sophomores

Carl Benson and Marvin Lewis (3.0 PPG) will come up from
the junior varsity team and will see time at either power
foward or center.
Others helping out at center will be red shirts, junior Clint
Col lovei (0-M cwt.; II CJI II I IQI I Denriis Kind3ohy (6).
Freshmen Ben Davidson (6-6) and Craig Wierather (6-10)
could also see time at center.
Winonan Jeff Hogue and junior Carter Glad (1.8 PPG)
are the two leading candidates at the small foward position. Hogue is a transfer student from Rochester Community
College where he was captain of the team.
See Hoops, page 15
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Warriors blow big lead

The 19th Hole
By Chuck Frederick
There is no joy in Touchdown T-Shirtyille
A few short weeks ago the Winonan initiated a
contest of sorts, make-it-yourself Touchdown
T-Shirts.
Last Saturday we were to judge the shirts at the
football game. You do remember the football game,
don't you?
town and was unable to make it
I was out of
so I have an excuse. What's yours?
From what I heard the student section at the game
was sparse at best. We weren't even able to give
away our nifty prizes. You peopirblew an easy $131
and why, because you're too spanking lazy to write
two words on a stupid shirt.
I don't get it. Granted the Warriors aren't going
to claim any title this year but they are still an exciting young team.

This weekend I was at Indiana University and let
me tell you I have never seen so much enthusiasm
for a school in all my life.
Everyone, from gramps on down to little Joey, had
on their red and white Indiana clothes. A simple "Go
Big Red" was heard sporadically throughout the
day.
The school has 40,000 students. 55,000 fans
crammed into the white stadium. It looked like roses
on white lace as they filed in.
I'm not trying to compare Winona State to Indiana
University. Such a comparison would be ridiculous
considering the size and prestige of the two schools.
I think we can learn a little from the students
and fans down there. Take pride in your school
because it is just that, yours. HUH?!?!

T HE

Skittle Wars are

FUN! !

In a battle between two of the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference's underclassmen quarterbacks, sophomore quarterback
Jason Landmark and the Northern
State University Wolves defeated
Winona State University 17-10.
Landmark outplayed the Warriors' freshman signal caller Jason
Mitchell. Landmark finished the
day 27 of 44 for 400 yards and two
touchdowns. Mitchell finished 12 of
25 for 123 yards and one
touchdown.
The Warriors drew first blood on
a 19-yard touchdown pass from
Mitchell to sophomore wide
receiver Dan Schumacher. The
touchdown was set up by a 47-yard
kickoff return by junior Scott Ward
and a 25-yard fake punt run by
sophomore Troy Haines.

.4.4444■4

TWO ES TO

Welcome to Conditioning

WIN!

at WSU
Some people are cheery some of the
time,
Some people make others feel
welcome occassionally,
but you exceed the limits!
Have a super 27th!
You know who thinks birthdays with

B

The Warriors added to the lead
on their second possesion when
senior wide receiver/kicker Andy
Wellumson kicked a 23-yard field
goal.
But that was all the Warriors
could amass on the scoreboard.
The Wolves scored 17 second half
points to put the game out of reach.
The lone bright spot for the Warriors was their defense. Winona
State held Northern State to a
minus 77 yards rushing and sacked Landmark 10 times.
Seniors Troy Tonsager, Tony
Tripicchio and Dean Richards led
the Warrior attack.
Tonsager had six tackles and
three sacks, while both Richards
and Tripicchio added two sacks
each. Along with his two sacks,
Richards had 12 tackles, eight of
which were unassisted.
See Loss, page 15

By JOHN DALZIEL II
Asst. Sports Editor

See Official Rules on
some Card for Details
No Purchase Necessary

As are cool

RESEARCH PAPERS
16,278 to choose from —all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Toll Free
Hot Line

800-351-0222
in Calif. (2131477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave.,#206-Srt, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

NANNY
$150-200 / wk
Do you love and enjoy children? Need a break,$$$$$$
for school? Comfortable homes
carefully screened families,
ample free time to explore
social and educational opp
ortunities of historic New
England. One year commitment
required.
Mrs. Sprang
Child Care Placement Service
121 First ST.N
Minneapolis. MN 55401
612-332-5069

Wanted: Campus representative to market our
low cost, high quality
Daytona Beach Spring
Break trip. Earn extra
money and free trips while
gaining valuable business
experience. Call Kurt today

at 1-800-558-3002
.
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November 15th is special. YUP!
Bob knows it.
• Those in the photo businessshould
know it.
Do you?
-

A very happy happy to Skel
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SKIERS -

your bonus for
reading the fine print. Lutsen
Mountains, mid-America's largest
ski resort is offering a $20 discount
on a 2 - day lift pkg prior to
Dec. 26. Lodging available. Group
discounts. Call now for free $20
coupon at 218 663-7281

,

JOIN our NANNY NETWORi<
of over 600 placed by us in the
Northeast. One year working with
kids in exchange for salaries up
to $250,wk., room and hoard,
airfare and benefits. We offer the
BEST CHOICES in families and
location. Contact HELPING
HANDS, INC. at 1-800-544-NANI
for brochure and application.
Featured on NBC's TODAY SHOW
and in Oct. 1987 WORKING
MOTHER magazine as nationally
recognized leader in Nanny
placement. Established in 1984.
Full year fir. ,t , ,, ; -, r;

Panefonk Stereo (assette Reorder
ARA
services

CALL ITZA PIZZA FOR DETAILS
2 Coupons given with a purchase of a med & Lrg Pizza

Call 457-5220 Sunday - Thursday 7:30 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
"cherry Coke:* the Dynamic Ribbon device, "Sprite" and "Lymon"
"Coca-Cola:' "Coke: . "diet Coca-Cola:' "diet Coke:' "cherry Coca-Cola: .
are trademarks of The Coca-.Cola Company
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Netters win easi
By JOHN DALZIEL II
Asst. Sports Editor

Both the Winona State University
men's and women's basketball
team started their 1987-88 season
on a positive note. Both teams
came away with victories against
the traveling Bahamian National
team on Friday night.
Senior Lisa Maier led the Warrior
attack with 33 points. Junior Pat
Neder added 26 points and 12
assists of her own to help the Warriors beat the Bahamian team
91-51.
Winona State shot 49 percent

from the floor, making 33 of 65
shots. On the other side of the coin,
the tenacious Warrior defense forced the Bahamian team to shoot a
dismal 33 percent, 24 of 75.
The men came away with a 10
point victory 71-61. The Warriors
had three players score in double
figures.
Junior Carter Glad led the Warriors with 15 points. Glad was three
for eight from three-point territory.
Freshman Darrin Miller added 13
points and a game high nine
assists.

Continued from page 14

The game was the last home appeara-nce for the 11 Warrior
seniors. These players are Bob
Herczeg, Terry Baker, Chris Horan,
Tom Pohlman, Jeff Kusch, Kurt
Lauden, Jay T. Weis, Wellumson,
Tonsager, Tripicchio and Richards.
The Warriors' (2-8) final game of
the year will be on Saturday
November 21 against St. John's
University at the Metrodome.

Hoops
Continued from page 13

STUDENT WEEKEND
4
et
f
liquirc
ourt,

452 3336

Winonan Photo By Beth Bidne

Rich Glowacki goes up for a shot and is defended by Carl Benson during the first week of practice for the Winona State University
men's basketball team.
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ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

SNOW BREAK 88

2
5/ OFF STOREWIDE
WITH I.D.

SKI THE BOAT!

GIRBAUD*LEVIS*CALVIN KLEIN
DOCKERS*ARAMIS*PERRY ELLIS*
B.D. BAGGIES*STRING TIES*TONY LAMBERT

Call Dave at 457-2762

Junior Dan English (2.4 PPG) will
return with 23 games of varsity experience from last year and will
also see time at small foward.
Sophomores Jim Kohn and Dave
Brush should also see time this
year at small foward.
Because of all the youth and inexperience on his team, Nauman
has had to alter practice tactics.
"We're teaching a lot of skills
rather than the major offenses or
defenses which we would like to be
teaching," he said. "I guess our
future looks brighter than our immediate point in time."
Nauman said that if the team
plays up to its full potential,
finishing in the top four in conference would not be impossible.
The Warriors opened up their
season last Friday with a big win
over the Bahamian national team.
They will be back in action Nov. 21
at St. Mary's College.

$2 Off Any Purchase of
World Series T- Shirts
or Sweatshirts

for exams.
Before you pick up a book.
pick up the phone and call
Little Caesars." Thu pay
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FRI -SAT - SUN
PLAZA
SQUARE

Winonan

for one pizza. but we give you
two... enough to get
through an all-nighter.

SPORTS - IN
3rd & Franklin 454-2442

$1

-

STORE
Expires Nov. 1 5[h

Off Any Hat Purchase
With Coupon

SPORTS - IN - STORE
Expires Nov. 1 5th
3rd & Franklin 454-2442
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SAVE $8.86
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Winona Mall
Delivery Available 4:00 p.m. to Close
C-7
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Winona Mall
452-8752

THERE'S
AN ARMYOF CHOICES
OUT THERE.
It's not easy. Sometimes the number of choices you
have seems mind-boggling. But sometimes, when you
know what you want, freedom of choice is a great thing.
Look at today's Army.
There's the Active Army and the Army Reserve. If
you qualify for Active, you serve 2-4 years, choose from
over 300 skills to train in, and in over 80 of those skills
you could be eligible for up to $25,200 in college money.
If you already have a job or are in school, consider
the Army Reserve. All it takes is one weekend a month
and two weeks a year. Plus, you'll learn a useful skill and
earn over $1,200 a year.
Both choices give you career experience, physical
conditioning, new friends, good pay, and a chance to
serve your country. It's all up to you. Call your local
Army Recruiter.
CALL 454-2267
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you make pizza this good, one just isn't enough:"

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Around Campus
Newman Center
A progressive dinner will start at
7 p.m. at the Center on Nov. 13.
Mass will be celebrated this Sunday in Baldwin Lounge at 11 a.m.
There will be a sexuality
workshop Tuesday, Nov. 15 at 8
p.m. in the Purple Rooms.

Tai Chi Chuan
Get started in Martial Arts.
Come to Tai Chi at noon, Nov.
11-12 in the Phelps Hall gym or at •
6:30 p.m., Nov. 13 in the PAC lobby at 6:30 p.m.

Have a ball with ROTC
Anyone can attend the Military
Ball. Plan to attend the annual at
6:30 p.m., Nov. 14, at St. Mary's
Hall, St. Mary's College.

ROTC
The ranger team will meet at 6:30
p.m., Nov. 12 in Phelps Hall 113.

Hit the Slopes
Winona State ski club will be
holding its first meeting in Kryzsko
Commons Dining Rooms A and B,
Nov. 17. Everyone is welcome. Ski
trips, memberships and fees will be
discussed.
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Continued from page 1

acres isn't even acceptable when
considering construction of a junior
high school.
What he would like to see,
however, is faculty, students, administration and community
members lobbying for the bill. "It
needs much work," he said.
Other issues were also discussed Monday. Pelowski said when
the Legislature convenes Feb. 9,
1988, he will work to get more
money for K-12 in Winona

Women

Continued from page 3

The committee's 13 members
plan seminars and provide networking opportunities for women.
The members who have applied
and been accepted represent
many different businesses. Cornmittee seats aren't open to the
community but the seminars are.
However, restructuring is being
considered.
Diane Scharmer, a 1977
graduate of Winona State, isn't a
member of the committee but
knows what it's like to run a
business. Scharmer owns
Jandee's, 79 Plaza West, a
women's clothing store.
Scharmer graduated with a
liberal arts degree and worked in
her field for three years before get-

'because classes in the elementary schools are huge." He said he
would be pushing for smaller
classes but isn't sure the need is
statewide or if there is enough
money. He also plans to investigate
some high-tech aids for the
handicapped.
As the first year of his two-year
term ends, Pelowski said one of his
biggest accomplishments concerned Winona State's engineering
school. "What we did with the
engineering school was make the
rest of the state aware of Winona."
He said even tourism has

increased.
His freshman year in the House
of Representatives was, he said, a
growing experience."It's been fantastic, but it hasn't always been
fun." Pelowski must spend time
away from his family and has even
stayed up past 3 a.m. on the house
floor. But a plus has been his involvement with the Winona area,
which he said is great to work with
because of its diversity. "All the different folks in the community are
good at what they do."

ting into her own business. She
said she wasn't sure what the
business world was going to be like
and she's not even sure she would
venture in again, if given the
chance.
"I learned this business from the
bottom up ,from management to
bookkeeping," she said. She's
been the owner for 6 1/2 years and
is happy with the business. Yet,
she regrets that her two children
had to suffer when the business
was young. "My priority is with my
kids, " she said. "You really can't
have it all. You only have so much
energy."
reports,
magazine
The
"Females are gaining ground
because it is becoming socially acceptabe for women to focus singlemindedly on their careers. Today's
successful women contrast with
their predecessors who more often

tried to juggle the demands of
home and office."
Scharmer said owning your own
business can be stressful but she
is able to do things the way she
likes them done.
Running the store is easier now
for Scharmer. But she said other
business people and politicians
don't handle assertiveness very
well. "They don't like to hear what
you think," she said.
Olson said she starting working
because her family needed financial help. Scharmer, on the other
hand, didn't need the job because
she was working. However both
Olson and Scharmer now work
because they want to work.
Olson is content with her status
and with the status of women in
business. "We have a lot of brilliant
women here," she said.
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Around Campus
S.A.M. Meeting
There will be a guest speaker at
the Nov. 17 S.A.M. meeting. It will
be held at 4 p.m. in Somsen, Room
301. Everyone is welcome.

Employment Interviews
State Farm Insurance on Nov.
12.
Arby's on Nov. 17.
Happy Chef on Nov. 17.
Byrne, Olson, Barta on Nov. 17.
For further details check the
Placement Office, 110 Gildemeister
Hall.

Grievance Committee
Applications for Grievance
Committee are now available in the
student senate office. One full
member and three alternate positions are open until November 4.

Legislative Affairs
The Legislative Affairs Committee of the Student Senate is now
taking associate member applications. For more information contact Andrea Schmidt in the senate
office at 457-5316.

Jazz Concert
Jazz I and Jazz Combo I will
perform tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center. The concert is free.
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The Winonan is looking for SALES REPS.. for Winter quarter.
$$ while gaining valuable sales experience.

Stop by the Winonan for an application or call the hotline
for details 457-5520 (Brian or Dave)

AT THE BOOKSTORE
CASH PAID
For All Current Edition
Books You No Longer Need
November 18th, 19th, & 20th
Buyers Hours:
8 to 4 P.M.
Wednesday
8 to 4 P.M.
Thursday
8 to 2 P.M.
Friday
At The Bookstore Fall Book Buy Back

